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Abstract Abstract 
In recent years, the world of AI has tremendously increased in size and depth. Both new and old 
researchers are facing the problem of fast emerging AI researches, models and services. One needs to 
continuously read complete papers to understand the idea behind any novel research. This work presents 
a novel AI service that removes the burdens of long text reading and uncategorized search. It consists of a 
website that categorizes all the AI researches in a well-designed database. The users just have to select the 
models they are interested in, and the website will return a table containing the technical data in addition 
to a graph that shows visual relationships between the AI models, features and datasets. Future work will 
emphasize on developing the tool by applying NLP in two directions: one on the search box to retrieve the 
main keyword to search for, and the other on research papers to automatically extract the data into the 
website categorized database. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Every five years, the amount of information doubles (Hendrickson2010), for that the need 

for intelligent search becomes crucial. The literature is full of general search engines that are 

based on natural language processing and knowledge based reasoning. The browser searches for 

the data by database indexing then returns a whole bunch of texts. For that, the need for a 

specialized search engine arises. Instead of returning complete papers and articles, the engine 

must give back a straightforward technical result to facilitate AI research and learning. 

The latest technologies in the 5th-Generation (5G) infrastructure are promising to provide 

everything-as-a-service (XaaS) especially in the field of Artificial intelligence (AI). 

Furthermore, with the booming progress in edge computing, edge-AI concept present itself as a 

main tool for AI services [1]. Thus, building such services requires knowledge aggregation to 

satisfy both computation and memory requirements. In addition, the success of an AI-as-a-

service (AIaaS) platform inquire a wide range of AI and Machine Learning (ML) models to be 

available [1]. Future works propose to provide multiple agent models to achieve a more robust 

tool [1]. 

Selecting the right model in the age of Big Data is becoming exponentially challenging 

due to enormous number available in this stochastic field of AI. Recommender systems can do a 

lot to guide users in designing their best models by exploring different aspects of both the 

application and the dataset [3]. Based on various sources of information, recommenders can 

present different scenarios of cognitive technologies, and develop the next level AI systems [3]. 

The progress in Deep Neural Networks (DNN) provided a new direction in recommender 

systems. This emerged technology proved successful in handling categorical features. Thus, 

state-of-the-art models for recommendation applications are excelling in simulation and system 

co-design [2]. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Parallelism made it more effective in Big Data exploitation and system scaling [2]. 

Modern tools of recommendation use complex architecture to harness huge amounts of data. For 

example, applying convolutional (CNN), recurrent (RNN), and generative neural networks 

(GAN) efficiently may solve hard problems in minimum scales [2]. Such modern systems need 

access to a vast amount of big data. Although, it is important to focus on models’ 

interconnection and information exchange. In return, this transforms the AI design phase to a 

fast, accurate and tailored approach where users can easily benefit and fulfill all their needs [3]. 

In association this parallelism, the effectiveness of AI models in Big Data needs to be strong in 

model generation. To succeed in advanced recommendation approaches, designer should focus 

on three factors: cognition, knowledge, and data. Thus, application of knowledge graphs and 

interaction tools have led to the following substantial recommender types: 

• Cognition Recommendations: this type provides accurate and smart recommendations 

especially in the mechanism of discovering significant explicit and implicit patterns. Also, it 

may focus on the dimensionality of the models due to various aspects like Text-based, 

Feature-based, and Action-based applications [3]. 

• Sequential Recommendations: this type aims to follow a certain behavior on a sequence of 

inputs. Resent research also focus on a perception of cognitive meaning of a data sequence 

[3]. 

• Data-driven Recommendation: this type provide an understanding of Big Data. The main 

challenge lies in organizing and connecting data from various repositories. This “Data Lake” 

approach facilitates managing and querying information [3]. 

• Knowledge Recommendations: this type focuses on experience and knowledge to find 

patterns of recommendations. This approach uses informative data to guide recommenders in 

choosing the best system to fit the data [3]. 

Furthermore, the AI platforms must supply of various dataset types of like random, 

synthetic, and public data to enhance the training phase. This allows to compare difference 

models and detect bottlenecks for training and optimization processes [2]. Even though, this type 

of systems searches for best ML methodologies and prevailing AI techniques to improve cutting-
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edge models’ design. In addition, it may present the current research topics in practice and 

optimization. This will directly support users and researchers to carefully choose between 

multiple ML techniques on a safer basis [4]. Thus, to provide better exploration of the available 

models, recommenders visualization offers a mapping tool to quickly understand models’ 

comparison. In addition, an interactive interface works a sandbox for testing and evaluation. A 

lot of recent works discuss the importance of visualization in explaining and selecting models, 

especially for hybrid solution [4]. 

Recently, knowledge graphs (KG) are applied side to side with recommenders to provide a 

semantic explanation of models’ intuition and usage. Diverse information sources of AI systems 

can lead to the construction of large KGs, in a hierarchical integration structure [5]. This leads to 

a more explainable AI representation. Thus, to achieve the required scope of any application. 

The platform should provide extracting tools to harvest datasets features, relations, and meaning. 

Also, illustrate the usage of the AI models as a pre-model, post-model, or in-model [5]. 

Accordingly, the use of KGs is important to describe the domain of AI from general models to 

the specific cases. Thus, KGs provide the infrastructure to build search engines or question-

answer tools. KGs are usually applied in the following four applications: 

• Graph construction to depict different technological concepts and associate related models in 

groups. This organization and annotation present different types of information in a 

meaningful distribution. 

• Graphs for features extraction to analyze data entities, which are then used to semantically 

propose AI models and improve the search results. 

• Graphs for relations extraction to find interoperability and standardization among different AI 

models. Although, this approach tries to solve conflicts among unresolved models’ 

integrations. 

• Graphs for reasoning to accurately evaluate predictions, compare between models, and find 

conclusions following a systematic inference. 

In conclusion, the available KG techniques support the selection and development of 

machine learning algorithms. Although, KGs are mostly applied to reason in AI models design, 

their usage is extended to pre- and post-modelling phases [5]. In this work, graph is used to 

visualize the result of searching query; the thing that enables accelerated learning and research. 

In addition, it gives the researcher a clear overview of the models, their details, the relationship 

with other models and AI techniques, and most importantly gives them the sparks to find novel 

models and solve AI problems.   

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

Usually, when researchers want to build a new AI model or develop a certain technique, 

they surf the internet to know what is already done in the literature review. The next step would 

be putting time and effort to read the research before comparing it to the proposed work. 

On the other hand, research papers are not categorized, they just have abstract and 

keywords that help the reader comprehend the essential idea of the paper, but they are not 

enough to draw a clear image of the relevance of the work with respect to the field of research. 

In this paper, a novel service is provided to remove all the burdens a researcher faces. It 

consists of a dynamic website that serves as a graphical interface for searching. Users could type 

what model they are searching for, like CNN, RNN, … and the website will return back all the 

detailed needed such as number of layers, parameters, the accuracy of the model on different 

datasets, … 

The website also offers the ability to compare many models together in terms of the 

features the users select. For example, it can compare between the CNN software based model 

vice versa the CNN hardware based model in terms of the speed feature. 

In the back-end, a well-designed database contains all the models, techniques, 

mathematical formulas, philosophical concepts … of AI researches. When submitting the search 

query, the website searches for the required data and draw a comparison table in addition to a 

graph that explicitly shows the relationships between the searched items. 
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4. EXPERIMENT  

This work presents a novel AI service that let the users search for AI models and get their 

details. The service also has the ability to compare between models using tables and graphs. 

A prototype is done to illustrate the idea. The website will be under continuous 

development to integrate new services needed by researchers and learners. 

Each service contains a search box or a form for the user to search queries or select options. 

 

 

 

The user has the ability to write the model name or select it from the list. 

 

 

 

When submitted, the website shows a table containing the data plus a graph illustrating the 

tree of models details. 

 

 

 

The table details the models’ criteria and values. In the example illustrated, the 

performance feature is chosen, in addition to the MNIST dataset. The table then compares the 

model’s performance based on the activation function. 
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The graph illustrated the aforementioned details. This helps the researchers view the 

relationship between all details to learn it, and conclude advanced model. In future work, this 

will be extended to larger and more complicated graphs. 

 

 

 

The software is implemented using html and css for webpage building. Javascript is used 

for internal functions and modifications. The form input is sent as SQL queries to the database 

which returns them as data. Php commands are responsible for website-database connection. 

When received, the data is stored in a table then drawn as a graph using JSON. 

In future work, AI models will be used to enhance the functionality of the website. NLP 

and reasoning are examples of the concepts to be employed for a better user experience. 

 

 

The tools and languages used: 

• WAMP Server 

• Phpmyadmin database 

• HTML, CSS, Javascript, PHP 

• JSON 

• Python will be added for AI analysis and NLP 

 

5. ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS 

The graph drawn to represent the results could be created using alternative graph designs. 

A simple one is implemented in this work while a more advanced one is to be created in 

future works. 

• Knowledge Graph [6] 

• Graph Neural Network [7] 

• Property graph [8] 

• Petri nets [9] 

• Automata [10] 
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6. CONTRIBUTION 

• Create a platform that offers a graphical interface between researchers and technical data 

without the need to read complete articles and papers. 

• Design a database that gives the ability to search for the details of any model or techniques 

• Develop an algorithm that compares AI models and techniques 

• Implement a graphical tree of the results. 

• Offer a teaching tool for AI instructors to illustrate the importance of mathematical formulas 

and AI algorithms in every AI model. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

This work presents a novel AI service that facilitates AI learning and research. It consists 

of a website which takes user query and returns back straightforward and technical results 

without the need to read complete papers and articles. The results are given in the form of well 

categorized table that shows the comparison between models in terms of the feature chosen by 

user. In addition, a graph is drawn showing all the details of selected AI models. Using this AI 

search engine service will accelerate the process of learning and research since it helps the 

researcher visualize the relationships between models. Also it helps them in inferring new 

remarks and models based on the general and detailed overview offered by the service.  The 

future work will emphasize on developing the tool by integrating NLP to analyze queries and 

retrieve technical data from research papers. 
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